
Taste Buddies
Does food color affect sense of taste?



Big Question
● Can 4th graders and adults tell what flavor 

four frostings are if all the flavors are the 

same plain color?



Research
We conducted research in class in groups using Chromebooks and the 

internet

● It’s harder to identify the flavor if you can’t see the food

● Even though we have the same taste buds, people like different 

flavors

● Taste buds are organs that send messages to your brain about what 

you’re eating

● The average person has 10,000 taste buds

● Girls’ taste buds work better

● Younger people have better taste buds than older people

● When you see the color of a food, your brain tells you what it might 

taste like before you eat it

● The four flavors are sweet, salty, sour, and bitter



Hypothesis
● IF we give four different flavors of white 

frosting to 4th graders and adults THEN 
the kids will correctly identify 2 flavors 
and adults will identify 1 BECAUSE our 
research told us that kids’ taste buds are 
better than adults, and it’s hard to taste 
foods without color.



Materials
● 53 spoons                                                  

● 45 4th graders                                                 

● 8 adults

● 25 plates cut in half

● Spatula

● Large glass bowl

● 4 tubs of plain frosting

● 4 different flavorings

● 60 recording sheets

● 28 5th graders to grade responses



Procedures for Set-Up
1. take off frosting wrappers from all four frosting tubs
2. label the frostings a,b,c and d
3. put frosting A into a large bowl
4. pour green apple flavoring into frosting 
5. mix well with spatula
6. put frosting A back in container labeled frosting A
7. wash bowl and spatula
8. put frosting A in fridge
9. repeat for frostings b,c,d with coconut, lemonade, and pineapple

10. cut 25 paper plates in half
11. divide each plate into four sections
12. label plates A, B, C, D
13. put 1 spoon full of flavored frosting on a continue B, C, D



Procedures for Testing
1. invite 4th graders into classroom and give them each a plate 

and spoon
2. pair them with a 5th grader
3. instruct each student to taste the flavors one at a time and 

record their guesses on their recording sheet
4. instruct adults to taste the flavors when they have time 

throughout the day
5. grade the responses as a class and record data





Results
Our hypothesis was incorrect, students did not guess 2 out of 4 

flavors of frosting correctly. According to our data, most students 

identified zero or only one flavor correctly. However, we were correct 

that the frostings were difficult to guess when they were all the same 

color.



Results
If you look at our 
graph, you will see 
that most of the 4th 
graders got flavor A 
wrong, the flavor of 
was green apple. As 
you can see green 
apple was the hardest 
flavor to guess, the 
easiest flavor to guess 
was C, lemonade. The 
adults also tried the 
test but most of the 
adults also got them 
wrong.   



Conclusion and Application
The world could learn from our test that it is difficult to taste foods 

without color. Also, when foods are the same color, your brain gets confused 

about what you are tasting. This test could be interesting to people who are 

blind or colorblind. If your taste buds are not working, your brain sends a 

signal about what you are tasting from your eyes see.

To improve our test, we could test many people of different ages to get 

more data. We could also color the frosting to match the flavor of fruit to see 

if that impacts peoples’ guesses. We could test people privately to make sure 

no one copies anyone else. We could use English and Spanish directions.
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